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If eternity could be played for me 

In this exceptional album, Louise Jallu and her partners unfurl the entirety of their myriad talents 
to celebrate the creative maestro. 

Two things spring to mind for me: first the road that Louise Jallu has traveled since her first 
solemn steps on stage, then the bandoneon that she held protectively, attentively, enmeshed with her 
music. Next came the first recordings, a duet followed by a quartet. The road she was laying out for 
herself was coming together, and I saw in her the conviction and honesty of a major artist. Today, I 
suspect that, perhaps unconsciously, she may have already been framing out the architecture of her 
house: tango-bando-music. Then came Francesita, her first double album, which I had the pleasure of 
reviewing in the pages of this magazine. That recording showed us an artisan who had successfully 
completed her task. 



The latest of her accomplishments has arrived this year, in 2021, and it’s huge! Her tribute to 
Piazzolla. In it, she offers us her digestion of Piazzolla’s “nourishing material”, seizing the flurry of 
possibilities for personal interpretation contained in Piazzolla’s music. Louise knows how to snatch up 
the opportunities that the maestro’s work offers performers, including improvisation. She has understood 
that Piazzolla is a creator who spurs creation and recreation. She and the three other musicians in this 
brilliant quartet, along with the participation of Gustave Beytelmann, Bernard Cavanna, and Médéric 
Collignon, sweep us away to meet up with and to rediscover Piazzolla. The selected pieces performed 
here seem to illustrate the body of the composer, the body of his life. From the start with Soledad, to Lo 
Que Vendrá in closing, we traverse Tanguedia, an affirmation of the filiation with Piazzolla’s tango 
offered in a joyous rendition, an intense and acrobatic interpretation where rhythmic pulse sustains 
scintillating musical play. And to quote Beytelmann: “¡Quilombo!” (Get freaky!) 

The CD features two bandoneon solos. In Tristezas de un Doble A, Louise seems intent on 
helping us discover her instrument. Her expert fingers make her bandoneon breathe, stretch, fold, and 
ring out a multitude of sounds. The second, Mi Refugio, is Piazzolla’s arrangement of a tango composed 
by Juan Carlos Cobián. It is proof how visceral tango was for him. These hugely inspiring solos invite us 
to a sort of “bando sojourn”. Tristezas de un Doblo A is taken up again in a quartet version with 
Beytelmann at the piano. 

On Tiptoe 

Soledad opens the albums with an andante. It feels like quietly tiptoeing into a sacred place. The 
space is full of sounds that stretch, overlay and join up with each other. 

Each musician’s aim stands out without harming, no quite the contrary, the coherence of the 
group’s sound to a symbiosis to reveal the philosophy behind this tribute. The generosity and plasticity 
of the maestro’s music can be felt all throughout the album. It is always useful to show the universality 
of certain types of music; this is indeed the case for Piazzolla’s. Accompanied by Mathias Lévy, Marc 
Benham, Alexandre Perrot, and with the generous contributions of Beytelmann, Cavanna, and Collignon 
in Oblivion, Louise displays and asserts this universality. In the majestic avalanche of sounds in 
Libertango, sirens populate the air. Perhaps heralding disaster? In any case, this is a hymn to liberty, so 
vital for Piazzolla. The virtuosic pirouettes and bandoneonistic pearls give the piece a bright sheen. 
Gustavo Beytelmann’s piano, spirit, wit, and garra (claw, force) in his jazzy passages greatly enrich this 
tribute. 

Sandwiched between two pivotal pieces of the work, Libertango and Adiós Nonino is Oblivion. 
Created for Marco Bellochio’s film Enrico IV (1984), this very romantic and poetic piece is often 
performed by symphonic orchestras. With Collignon on the bugle, the quintet lifts the piece up high, 
sailing, powerfully entrancing. This imbues the album with one of its key traits: a melding of gentleness 
and vivacity, cheerfulness and depth. The piece receives a highly particular signature – rich, moving, 
vast in its breadth of sounds. 

Next? 

Then comes the splendid interpretation of Buenos Aires hora cero with its alternating rhythmic, 
dynamic passages, its strident and sturdy beats. They plop us right in the heart of the bustling, inspiring 
metropolis. Here, Piazzolla paints us a contemporary, spellbinding, yet asphyxiating city. The album 
concludes with the lesser known Los Sueños (The Dreams). The theme is sailing. As a boy, he and his 



parents sail from Argentina to New York and then sail back home to Argentina. The trip is, in and of 
itself, a dream. It leads to openness, to cultures, vital and invigorating mixings. The finesse of the 
performance of this piece alternates neatly spaced pauses and surges in the momentum. 

In this exceptional album, Piazzolla is present as a creator, but also as his own person, receiving 
consideration and respect at every turn, a shadow guardian. He could not possibly miss Adiós Nonino, a 
loving tribute to his deceased father. Louise’s very particular and very Piazzollian approach charms and 
delights us with its dazzling rain of scales. What a fabulous and respectful meditation and capturing of 
the time when Piazzolla was pent up in his New York City apartment. Astounding! 

Is there an end in this approach? Louise clearly states that Piazzolla and music know no end. Yes, 
but providing that it is perpetuated by musicians who, far from denaturing it, know how to choose 
composers who grant performers plenty of space for freedom. The album closes with Lo Que Vendrá 
(What Will Come), in other words, the future toward which the Argentine composer’s music is heading. 
Thank you, Louise, for this extraordinary work! And how about you, Señor Piazzolla, what do you say? I 
reckon that you would simply say with a smile, “I succeeded!” 

BERNARDO NUDELMAN 
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